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Abstract

Composite structures can lower the weight of an airliner significantly. The increased
production cost, however, requires the application of cost-effective design strategies. Hence,
a comparative value is required which is used for the evaluation of a design solution in
terms of cost and weight. The direct operating cost (DOC) can be used as this compar-
ative value; it captures all costs that arise when the aircraft is flown. In this work, a
cost/weight optimization framework for composite structures is proposed. It takes into
account manufacturing cost, non-destructive testing cost and the lifetime fuel consump-
tion based on the weight of the aircraft, thus using a simplified version of the DOC as the
objective function.

First, the different phases in the design of an aircraft are explained. It is then fo-
cused on the advantages and drawbacks of composite structures, the design constraints
and allowables, and non-destructive inspection. Further, the topics of multiobjective opti-
mization and the combined optimization of cost and weight are addressed. Manufacturing
cost can be estimated by means of different techniques; here, feature-based cost estimations
and parametric cost estimations proved to be most suitable for the proposed framework.
Finally, a short summary of the appended papers is given.

The first paper contains a parametric study in which a skin/stringer panel is optimized
for a series of cost/weight ratios (weight penalties) and material configurations. The weight
penalty, defined as the specific lifetime fuel burn, is dependent on the fuel consumption of
the aircraft, the fuel price and the viewpoint of the optimizer. It is concluded that the ideal
choice of the design solution is neither low-cost nor low-weight but rather a combination
thereof.

The second paper proposes the inclusion of non-destructive testing cost in the design
process of the component, and the adjustment of the design strength of each laminate
according to the inspection parameters. Hence, the scan pitch of the ultrasonic testing is
regarded as a variable, representing an index for the (guaranteed) laminate quality. It is
shown that the direct operating cost can be lowered when the quality level of the laminate
is assigned and adjusted in an early design stage.
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Introduction
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1 Background

”In a switch that could make Airbus’s next jetliner more competitive with rival Boe-
ing Co.’s new 787 Dreamliner, the European plane maker plans to build the frame
of its planned A350 model from advanced composite materials instead of metal. The
lighter structure – similar to that of the Boeing plane – reduces fuel consumption,
increases a plane’s range and reduces wear on key parts such as landing gear. The
shift also cuts the need for costly maintenance inspections. [. . . ]”

This article, published by the Wall Street Journal on Saturday, September 15,
2007, summarizes the achievements in the field of aerospace structures over the last
couple of years. Material configurations are undergoing a change from metal to
composite, thus lowering the structural weight and avoiding fatigue and corrosion
problems. On the other hand, cost aspects are barely mentioned. How much more
does the composite version cost compared to the metallic baseline? Is there an
increase of development costs, or an increase of the costs for quality management?

Figure 1.1: Airbus A350

3
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Civil aviation has its origin in the first scheduled (heavier-than-air) airline flight
that took place on January 1, 1914. The plane, a Benoist XIV, conducted 1205 com-
mercial flights across the Tampa bay; unfortunately, the airline had to discontinue
the service after three months, as it was not profitable enough.

The Benoist XIV was able to transport one passenger; one hundred years later
it could be up to 853 in the Airbus A380. The range – 35 km in the beginning of the
civil aviation – increased to 17’500 km flown by a Boeing 777-200LR. Findings in
aerodynamics, aeroelasticity, control systems, computational methods and material
science were the big drivers behind this evolution of aircrafts.

The price competition forces the operators to save costs. Hence, efforts are made
to lower the acquisition costs and the operating costs, and one possibility to lower
these operating costs is to reduce the fuel consumption of the aircraft.
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Figure 1.2: Development of the price for A1 Jet fuel since 2000
(Data provided by Nordea Bank AB)

In Figure 1.2, the development of the price for A1 jet fuel since the year 2000
is shown. As can be seen, the fuel price has quadrupled within the last four years,
and as a reaction, the aircraft manufacturers have to offer products with a lower
fuel consumption. A first estimation of the impact of the structural weight on the
lifetime fuel consumption can be made by means of a simple fuel burn calculation.

According to SAS Scandinavian Airlines, an airliner in the A330 class typically
consumes about 0.035 l/seat/km with 261 seats and a take-off weight of 233 tonnes.
Let us guess that the average gross weight is about 200 tonnes, and that the aircraft
flies for 25 years, 250 days/year and a range of 2·8000 km/day. Thus, the total flown
kilometers in the life of the plane are estimated to be 100 million km. With the
above fuel consumption and passenger utilization, the total life fuel consumption
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yields one billion liters of jet fuel or about 5000 liter per kilogram flight mass. At a
fuel price of about C0.40/l, the lifetime fuel costs per kilogram gross weight results
in C1500-2000/kg.

This calculation is made for the average gross weight of an aircraft. The airframe
weight is only twenty to thirty percent the gross weight of the aircraft; therefore,
one can expect the monetary impact of structural weight savings to be even higher.
Any weight savings during the very early design phases can be looped back through
the whole aircraft design: any weight savings is also accompanied by savings in fuel,
the use of smaller engines or smaller wings. As a consequence, the net savings in
aircraft take-off weight is much greater than the weight saved on the structure alone.

In this thesis, a framework for the optimization of aircraft structures is proposed.
In the following chapters, the three phases in the structural design of aircrafts are
presented. It is focused on composite elements, as they provide a great potential
to save structural weight. Then, the field of multidisciplinary design optimization
is introduced. By means of a literature survey, existing cost/weight optimization
frameworks and their differences are shown. In Chapter 4, the definition of life-cycle
and direct operating cost are given. It is led over to the estimation of manufacturing
cost; finally, an introduction to the appended papers is given, followed by a short
discussion and the identification of future work.





2 Structural Design of Aircrafts

2.1 Design Phases

The design of aircrafts can roughly be divided into three design phases, the con-
ceptual design phase, the preliminary design phase and the detail design phase.
They all have a distinctive multidisciplinary character, and the resulting design is
a trade-off made by all contributing engineers.

Conceptual Design

In the conceptual design phase, numerous design alternatives are compared and
evaluated, based on cost/weight/pax/range trade-off studies. The result is an initial
aerodynamics and propulsion concept, including overall dimensions, weights and
global loads.

Preliminary Design

In the preliminary design phase, a global finite element model is built up from which
local loads and loading conditions are derived. An illustration of typical loads on
an airliner is given in Figure 2.1. As can be seen, aeroelastic loads such as tensile,
compressive and torsional loads in wing, fuselage and empennage represent only a
fraction of the load cases the structural engineers have to consider. Other loads
arise from the cabin pressure (hoop stress), bird strike into the cockpit, the trailing
edge or the empennage; impact loads on the tail are a result of an abrupt take-off
or a too inclined landing. Note the very high local stresses that can be found in
the landing gear ribs, the sidestay fittings and the pylon structure.

The task of the structural engineers is then to design the inner structure of
the aircraft. The design is basically constrained by the aerodynamic configuration;
it has to withstand all loads and should be as light as possible. Different levels
of detailedness are investigated in the preliminary design phase, see Figure 2.2.
First, the structural arrangement of the major parts, such as ribs and spars in the
wing and lap joints and butt joints in the fuselage have to be defined. Then, the
structure is designed on a panel level. The strength and stiffness of the structural
members are defined and verified by means of finite element models, while changes
in the configuration (e.g. stiffener distance, flange type, rib stiffeners, etc.) are still

7
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Figure 2.1: Typical local loads on an airliner (by courtesy of H. Assler,
Airbus Deutschland GmbH)

possible. According to Assler [2], the design process is influenced by a variety of
factors at this stage. Examples are

- Airworthiness regulations

- Environmental considerations

- General aircraft requirements (mission profile, maintenance, DOC, etc.)

- Specific requirements for structural details

- Available materials and technologies

- Manufacturing capacities and capabilities

- Non-destructive testing and investigation capabilities

- Design costs

Detail Design

In the detail design phase, the structure is analyzed by means of high-fidelity mod-
els, and the fabrication, tooling and assembly processes are defined. The result
is a detailed work breakdown structure including all structural parts, mounting,
bolts and rivets, clips, doors, brackets, etc. Every part has to fulfill its particular
requirements, based on structural failure, fatigue, corrosion resistance, lightning
strike, sealing, conduction, maintenance or testing.
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Figure 2.2: Levels in detailedness (by courtesy of H. Assler,
Airbus Deutschland GmbH)

2.2 System Integration

As the development of a new aircraft type involves great costs and – in turn – a great
financial risk, aircrafts are not designed, fabricated and assembled by one single
manufacturer anymore; the latter have been replaced by consortiums of system
integrators and suppliers. In Figure 2.3, the supply hierarchy in the commercial
aerospace industry is shown.

SI

Sub system

Equipment supplier

Component supplier

System integrator

Figure 2.3: Supply hierarchy in the commercial aerospace industry

On the top of the supply pyramid, a system integrator is responsible for the
coordination, the overall design and the final assembly of the aircraft. In a subor-
dinate position, other members of the consortium take part in the development of
sub-systems (such as wing structures), its manufacturing, sub-assembly and deliv-
ery. Further down in the hierarchy are equipment and component supplier. They
do not take part in the design process and are restricted to the manufacturing and
delivery of components. Estimated profit margins are the highest in the top posi-
tion of the pyramid and - according to Johansen [3] - the higher the position in the
hierarchy, the greater the risk for that company in the overall project.
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The embedding of a subsystem supplier (e.g. Saab, Bombardier or Alenia) occurs
already in the concept design phase, sometimes already within pre-development or
research projects. The benefits of this approach are the early exchange of knowledge
and experience and a good integration of the otherwise widespread design teams.
As the risks are shared, the partners are under pressure to continuously increase the
efficiency in terms of cost, weight and producibility. The main drawbacks mentioned
in [3] are communication problems across the company borders, such as cultural
differences, hierarchical misunderstandings and delayed information flows; further
mentioned is the need for an extensive product lifecycle management database
(PLM) – in the case of the A380, the PLM is used by more than 5000 engineers
and contains more than 3000 CAD drawings of about 150’000 parts.

2.3 Design of Composite Structures

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the fuel consumption stands for a considerable part of
the operating cost of an airliner. The fuel costs can be reduced by the development
of more efficient engines, by the minimization of the aerodynamic drag, by optimiz-
ing the flight trajectory of the aircraft – or by reducing its mass. The latter was
the main motive to change from metals to composite materials, and the portion of
composite in the total structural weight is continuously increasing, see Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Portion of composite materials in Airbus aircrafts
(by courtesy of H. Assler, Airbus Deutschland GmbH)

The first application of composites to commercial aircrafts were radar domes
in 1940. Since then, composite materials gradually replaced their metallic counter-
parts. In 1975, NASA developed a series of composite parts for research purposes,
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and the elevators of the B727 and B737 and the vertical fin of the DC10 were re-
designed. Secondary structure (i.e. the leading edge, trailing edge, flaps, ailerons
and rudder) was made of carbon fibers in the Boeing 777, and with the center wing
box of the A380, composites were even used for primary (load-carrying) structures.
The latter enabled weight savings of 1500 kilogram compared to the aluminum
baseline.

In Figure 2.5, the specific stiffnesses and the specific strengths of different ma-
terials are presented. One can see that the specific strength of a carbon fiber rein-
forced plastic is much higher than the respective values of aluminum or titanium,
whereas the specific moduli are approximately the same. A composite component
that is designed for stiffness will therefore have a higher safety factor against mate-
rial failure than its metallic counterpart. This characteristic accounts for the good
fatigue behavior of composites, cutting down the maintenance cost for the airlines.
Another advantage is the possibility to tailor composites specifically for a desired
function. This can be done by either adjusting the fiber angle distribution or by
unifying the form and thus reducing the number of parts.
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Figure 2.5: Specific strength and stiffness of different metals and
alloys, quasi-isotropic glass fiber reinforced plastic
(Glass/QI) and quasi-isotropic carbon fiber reinforced
plastic (Carbon/QI)

2.4 Constraints and Allowables

The structure has to withstand given external loads. For composites loaded in
tension, material failure might be the limiting constraint; for composites loaded in
compression, material failure or stability concerns form the topology of the struc-
ture. The situations under which the integrity of the structure needs to be proved
are described in regulations published by the aviation authorities; structural con-
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straints, for example, are based on the airworthiness requirements, defined in JAR
25.613 Material Strength Properties and Design Values. This document is released
by the Joint Aviation Authorities1, a European body representing the civil avi-
ation regulatory authorities of a number of European states. Similar regulations
exist also in the United States (FAR), therefore it is often referred to the FAR/JAR
regulations.

The determination of an allowable stress and strain limit is based on the sta-
tistical evaluation of specimen tests. A typical design strength, for instance, is the
stress level where at least 90% of the population pass with a confidence of 95%.
These tests have to be performed for filled or unfilled holes, as stress concentrations
around fastener and bolt holes can be the cause for material failure. The test phase
can take up to 4000 coupons to generate complete data for a certification program,
see Niu [4].

A composite laminate can fail by different modes, e.g. by fiber failure, mi-
crobuckling, matrix failure or fiber/matrix debonding. Other effects are delamina-
tions due to pull-off loads, free-edge effects, a poisson’s ratio mismatch or compres-
sive buckling. Therefore, most engineers (and aeronautical engineers in particular)
tend to use rather conservative failure criteria.

Unlike metal structures, composite structures are limited by strain and not by
stress concerns. The strain limits of composite laminates are only indirectly related
to the strain levels of the matrix or the fibers; it is rather a design strain based
on coupon tests as stated above. One of the limiting load cases of coupon test is
the compression after impact (CAI) test, simulating tool drops and runway debris.
There, the remaining compressive failure strain of a damaged composite panel is
evaluated. Being about 0.4%, this strain level can be much lower than the one of
the unnotched coupon.

Albeit not being the most elaborate failure theory, the maximum strain criterion
is still widely used in the aerospace industry. The maximum strain criterion is given
as three independent sub-criteria

ε̂1,c < ε1 < ε̂1,t

ε̂2,c < ε2 < ε̂2,t and (2.1)
|γ12| < γ̂12.

The indices c and t denote compression and tension, respectively; 1 and 2 denote
the ply’s longitudinal and transversal direction, andˆdenotes the allowable strain
value.

Apart from material failure, the design of composite laminates is governed by a
series of other rules. Examples given are the requirement for symmetrical stacking,
a minimum amount of 10% of each ply angle, or the sequence of the prepreg stack.
Further, it has to be noted that aircraft engineers maintain a stacking sequence
consisting of 0◦, 90◦ and ±45◦ plies. Although there exist stacking sequences that
allow a significant weight reduction, certification issues prevent their use yet.

1see http://www.jaat.eu/
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2.5 Non-Destructive Testing

The Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA) regulations of airworthiness require
the quality assurance of each assembled part. Unlike metallic structures, composite
parts are fabricated in-situ and the grade of these structures are highly depending
on the process robustness and workmen skills. Typical manufacturing generated
defects in composites can be voids, porosity, fiber misalignment, wrinkling, poor
cure, resin-rich and/or resin-poor areas, and the quality of the adhesive layer itself is
crucial for the structural performance of the structure. Therefore, every composite
part has to undergo rigorous non-destructive testing (NDT) prior to the assembly.

For metal aircraft structures, non-destructive testing is also part of the damage
tolerance concept. As micro-cracks are basically tolerated, an airliner is regularly
checked for structural integrity (no occurrence of crack propagation). In so-called
D checks, complete overhauls of six to ten years rhythm, the paint is removed and
cracks or delaminations are sought. Apart from these regular checks, the integrity is
also tested after bird strikes, hard landings or similar incidents. All these inspections
are very costly due to the downtime of the aircraft. Therefore, the need for fast
and robust NDT methods is evident.

Ultrasonic methods

Due to the nature of composite structures, flaws can occur in monolithic struc-
tures (porosity, delamination, cracks), the adhesive layers (debondings), or sand-
wich cores (density irregularities, cracks). While flaws in the the outer skin can
be detected with single-sided access, the underlaying defects often need through
transition scanning. Thick structures are generally more difficult to test than thin
structures.

The most common method for the inspection of aerospace structures is ultra-
sonic testing (UT). There, a transducer is passed over the area being tested. Ultra-
sonic waves penetrate the structure, while the receiver records the reflected (pulse-
echo mode) or transmitted (through transmission mode) sound waves, see Figure
2.6. The screen on the diagnostic machine will show these results in the form of
amplitude and pulse readings, as well as the time it takes for the waves to return
to the transducer.

The so-called A-scan, the presentation of the amplitude of the wave as a func-
tion of time, is sufficient for the manual detection of flaws such as voids, cracks,
delamination, etc. Scanning along a given route leads to the B-scan presentation
with the in-depth position of the flaw as a function of the scan distance. The C-
scan in turn represents an areal defect image of the scanned part by scanning a
2D-pattern, while the D-scan combines the in-depth information of the B-scan with
the C-scan. In Figure 2.7, the procedure to obtain a C-scan is shown. The density
of the scan pattern (separated by the distance later referred to as the scan pitch)
determines the size of the flaws that can be detected.
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Figure 2.6: Ultrasonic test setup in through transmission mode [5]

The advantage of UT is the high sensitivity, permitting the detection of ex-
tremely small flaws. The penetrating power of UT is higher than the one other
methods, thus allowing the detection of flaws deeper in the part. Unfortunately,
the damping effects of local inhomogeneities of composite structures (e.g. due to
stacked prepregs) reduce the reflected energy significantly.

UT needs a high level of work skills and experience; this is often mentioned as
a costly drawback. Thick structures are difficult to inspect due to high damping
characteristics and high structural noise. While air-coupled ultrasonic is possible
in principle, this is restricted to through transmission mode. For pulse-echo mode,
however, improvements are necessary and water is still common as the coupling
medium between probe and specimen.
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Figure 2.7: Presentation of ultrasonic scan results as C-scan [5]

So far, the design of composite structures has not been influenced by NDT
aspects. In order to capture the full life cycle of a composite component, however,
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NDT should play a role in an early design phase. Therefore, a methodology has
been developed that includes the parameters of the in-production and in-service
testing into the design process. Hence, the scan distance of the ultrasonic C-scan is
introduced as a variable in the design optimization. In a feature-based model, the
NDT cost is calculated according to this scan distance (the scan pitch). Further,
the design allowables of the laminate are adapted, as the scan pitch has a direct
influence on the detectable flaw size. This methodology is presented in Paper B.





3 Design Optimization

Product design is a process where ideas are generated and screened and concepts
are formulated, rephrased and rejected. This solution finding process is iterative
and – in a wider sense though – an optimization process. The former methods of
trial and testing, however, have been replaced more and more by abstract models.
In the field of aeronautics, these models can include flow models, cost models,
structural models, models of the material properties, or a (dynamic) flight model.
Often, several models from different disciplines are necessary in order to represent
the behavior and characteristics accurately enough.

Most of the costs of the final product are defined in the concept phase, and the
neglect of relevant design aspects in this phase would be disadvantageous. Hence,
the goal of concurrent aerospace engineering is to capture the disciplines above
by involving a multidisciplinary group of engineers; examples for disciplines are
fluid mechanics, statics and dynamics (engineering mechanics), mathematics, elec-
trotechnology, propulsion, control engineering, aircraft structures, materials science,
production engineering, aeroelasticity, avionics, risk and reliability or noise control.

In recent years, it has been aimed to perform the design tasks simultaneously
rather than sequentially. However, arising difficulties are the large amount of data
that has to be shared, as well as cultural and communicative problems between
members of different fields or with different backgrounds. Another obstacle is often
given by the company’s hierarchy: the information flow is not provided, hierarchical
structures do not promote concurrent engineering and different departments are
separated and distributed spatially.

As a solution, multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) can incorporate the
different disciplines in aircraft design. An MDO framework combines all relevant
design disciplines and runs the analysis tools simultaneously. Feedback is given to
an optimization algorithm; the latter calculates a new design solution by means
of mathematical programming or stochastic search methods and performs another
evaluation within the different disciplines. These steps are repeated (iterated) until
the objective function, e.g. the weight of the part, is minimal. A basic MDO
framework is shown in Figure 3.1.

17
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Figure 3.1: Multidisciplinary design optimization

For an overview on MDO applications in the field of aerospace, it is referred to
a review article, written in 1997 by Sobieszczanski-Sobieski and Haftka [6]. They
concluded that most of the literature on multidisciplinary optimization covers the
interaction between aerodynamics and structures, see Raymer [7] and Bartholomew
[8], or shape parametrization techniques, see Samareh [9].

Multidisciplinary design optimization frameworks are continuously being devel-
oped today, see Samareh and Bhatia [10] and Townsend et al. [11]. For existing
implementations like NASA’s FIDO1 project, requirements like an intuitive user
interface, the handling of a large problem size and the support of collaborative de-
sign aspects are important. Salas and Townsend [12] described the requirements
on such frameworks in detail.

A short review on cost considerations in multidisciplinary aircraft design is given
by Rais-Rohani and Dean [13]. In 1996, they demanded that cost of raw materials,
cost of tooling, fabrication, assembly, scrap, repair, certification and environmental
factors should be included in the design of composite structures. They motivated
their reflection with former studies on the weight-to-cost relation of structures made
of advanced materials and found out that the high material, fabrication and tooling
costs may make the use of high performance materials cost-ineffective. According
to that article, material and fabrication costs of composite structures are the key

1Framework for Interdisciplinary Design Optimization
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drivers and comparable to the importance assembly and maintenance costs of metal
structures.

The tradeoff between cost and weight is illustrated in Figure 3.2, where weight
and cost are plotted qualitatively against the performance of the material.

Cost
Weight

Performance

Figure 3.2: Trade-off between cost and weight as a function of the
performance of the structural part. The manufacturing
cost are generally higher for a higher performance.

3.1 Multiobjective Optimization

Our optimization problem contains the optimization of different goals, such as low-
cost, low-weight and testability. As we have to find the optimum of different dis-
ciplines (e.g. structural calculation and economic aspects), one has to deal with a
multiobjective, multidisciplinary design optimization.

Several ways to capture multiobjective design problems exist. Two or more ob-
jectives – in our case low-cost and low-weight – should lead to an optimal geometry;
therefore, they have to be incorporated mathematically into one objective function.
In the following, an overview on the different techniques is given.

The standard formulation of a multiobjective design problem is given as

min F (x) =


f1(x)
f2(x)

...
fn(x)

 , n ≥ 2

subject to h(x) = 0, (3.1)
g(x) ≤ 0,
a ≤ x ≤ b.

In our case, f1 and f2 represent the cost and the weight of a composite aircraft
part. Stability and failure criteria are represented by the inequality constraint g(x),
whereas a and b are lower and upper limits of the variable vector x.
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Goal Programming

One approach to solve the problem above is referred to as goal programming. Goal
programming uses one of the objectives as the objective function, whereas an upper
value (goal) is set to the respective other objective. Here, one could implement a
cost goal by setting an upper cost limit as a constraint to the optimization problem.
This problem can be formulated as

min weight of a composite element
subject to - prescribed load case (3.2)

- maximum manufacturing costs.

On the other hand, one could do the reverse and optimize for cost only, while aiming
for a prescribed structural performance (weight goal), given as

min cost of a composite element
subject to - prescribed load case (3.3)

- maximum weight.

Both formulations have the drawback that the target cost or the target weight has
to be defined in advanced; being a one-shot technique, the goal has great influence
on the optimal solution, and a wrong choice can lead to inferior designs.

Multilevel Programming

Sometimes, the objectives can be ordered hierarchically in terms of importance.
Hence, a top level objective function is defined and the set of points that minimize
this first level objective is sought. In a second step, the set is reduced to the
points that minimize the second level objective, and the method proceeds until the
lowest level objective has been minimized. An example for multilevel optimization
of aircraft structures is given by Gantois and Morris [14].

My work, however, is concerned with the tradeoff behavior of a combined
cost/weight optimization. It is not possible to order the two objectives, as they
are on the same level and cannot be separated hierarchically. Thus, first weight,
then cost or first cost, then weight approaches would not make sense here.

Pareto Optimality

A topic closely related to multiobjective optimization is Pareto optimality. Imagine
a full search exploration of all possible designs of a structural part, e.g. the points
given in Figure 3.3. Each design solution is represented by a variable set x, the
manufacturing cost f1 and a weight f2. As can be seen, the points that are a
combination of lowest cost and lowest weight are marked with cross symbols; they
are called Pareto points. Mathematically, the Pareto points are defined by the
definition
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Def A point x∗ ∈ C is said to be (globally) Pareto optimal or a (globally) efficient
solution or a non-dominated or a non-inferior point for the multiobjective
optimization problem (3.1) if and only if there is no x ∈ C such that fi(x) ≤
fi(x∗) for all i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , n, with at least one strict inequality.

In other words, a Pareto point is a point in the design space for which there is
(a) no possible design solution with a lower weight and the same manufacturing
cost or (b) no possible design with the same weight and a lower manufacturing
cost. The curve that connects all Pareto points is called Pareto frontier. The
Pareto frontier is now of great importance in the multiobjective optimization, as
it represents the trade-off behavior of the two objectives. A lot of optimization
algorithms deal with the generation of a complete Pareto frontier, thus providing a
choice of possible solutions to the optimization problem. Two classes of optimization
algorithms developed to perform this particular task are the Homotopy Techniques,
see Watson and Haftka [15], and the Normal-Boundery Intersection (NBI), see Das
and Dennis [16] and Huang et al. [17].

Cost

W
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t

X

X

X

XXX
X

Figure 3.3: Design solutions, the corresponding Pareto points and the
Pareto frontier

Minimizing Weighted Sums

More promising is an approach called weighted sums. Here, the two or more ob-
jectives are incorporated into one objective function and weighted by predefined
parameters αi. These parameters represent the trade-off between the objectives
and result in a one-shot design solution. By varying αi, however, a range of solu-
tions with different cost/weight tradeoffs can be obtained. The objective function
is then given as

F (x) =
n∑

i=1

αifi(x), αi > 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. (3.4)

The approach of minimizing weighted sums is criticized by Das and Dennis [18],
as the generation of evenly distributed Pareto points fails. However, in the case of
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a combined cost/weight optimization, one would use the parameters to establish
a relationship between the manufacturing cost and the structural weight, and the
generation of a Pareto frontier is not necessary. This approach is described in
detail below, where this cost/weight relationship represents the ”fuel burn cost per
structural mass”.

3.2 Weight and Performance Optimization

A lot of work has been done within the field of weight optimization. Representa-
tively, the work of Kang and Kim [19] is mentioned, as they worked on the weight
optimization of skin/stringer structures similar to those in Paper A and Paper B. As
a second example, Walker [20] researched on the topology optimization of stiffened
panels with different stiffener configurations, i.e. zero, one or two longitudinal or
two perpendicular stiffeners. His aim was further to maximize the buckling load for
a given plate thickness by varying the ply angle of an angle-ply symmetric layup.

3.3 Integrated Cost Optimization

When it comes to cost optimization of aircraft structures, research started relatively
late, mainly due to the lack of sophisticated cost models. In 1997, Sobieszczanski-
Sobieski and Haftka wrote ”Very few instances can be found in which aerospace
vehicle systems are optimized for their total performance, including cost” [6]. Since
then, progress has been made by different members of the scientific community.

One of the earlier studies that integrated costing information into the design
process has been performed by Geiger and Dilts [21]. In 1996, they presented a
conceptual model for an automated design-to-cost approach; the main aim was
the provision of a framework that helped the structural engineer with the decision
making process.

Heinmuller and Dilts applied this framework to the aerospace industry. They
explained the design-to-cost concept as a trade-off between operational capability,
performance, schedule and cost. In 1997, they concluded that ”enabling automated
design-to-cost in a typical aerospace manufacturing company will be a difficult and
time consuming process”. The following ten years would reveal that they have
guessed right [22].

At Boeing, an approach for the life-cycle design of aircraft concepts has been
done by Marx et al. [23]. Three material configurations for a wing of a high-speed
civil transport aircraft have been taken into account. It has been concluded that
lower operating cost could be achieved by a costly design with higher reliability (less
maintenance, downtime, etc.), and – vice versa – that the lowest acquisition cost
does not always signify the lowest life-cycle cost (LCC), see Figure 3.4. There, the
point depicted as Minimum Life Cycle Cost would be the best alternative for both
the manufacturer and the airline. Marx et al. included R&D costs, manufacturing
and sustaining costs, and revenue.
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Figure 3.4: Trade-off between acquisition and operating costs

In 1999, K. Gantois wrote a PhD Thesis entitled An MDO concept for large
civil airliners, where manufacturing cost were taken into account [14]. The ob-
jective function was formed by weight and drag components, and a sub-level cost
optimization has been implemented in order to achieve the lowest manufacturing
cost possible. Hence, the cost was subordinated to the weight, while the optimiza-
tion was accomplished by a topological optimization (number of ribs, number of
stiffeners).

At Rolls-Royce, it has been observed that the traditional separation of an orga-
nization into a design and a cost department was a source of frustration and delay
to the design process. Therefore, the Design Analysis Tool for Unit-Cost Modeling
(DATUM) project was launched in 2002. The aim was (1) an understanding of the
current costing tools available on the market, (2) the development of an own costing
tool that would support design decisions throughout the development process and
(3) its application to an optimization framework. The DATUM project is described
by Scanlan et al. [24].

Park et al. [25] pursued the optimization of structures considering mechanical
performance and manufacturing cost. For the design of a Resin-Transfer-Molding
(RTM) part, the stacking sequence of a composite plate is optimized in order to
maximize the stiffness. Simultaneously, the mold filling time is minimized by chang-
ing the number and position of resin injection gates. They used a weighted sum
approach with the displacement and the filling time as the two objectives.

Edke and Chang published a paper called ”Shape optimization of heavy load car-
rying components for structural performance and manufacturing cost” in 2006 [26].
They presented a cost optimization framework that minimized the machining cost
of an aluminum torque tube subject to stress constraints. A Sequential Quadratic
Programming (SQP) method was chosen for the optimization of six design vari-
ables, and the objective function was formed by the material cost, the machining
cost and the tooling cost. The machining process itself was a virtual machining
model in Pro/MFG, where machining times could be extracted once the tool path
computation was completed. Neither objective function nor constraints, however,
contained a contribution of the part weight.
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In 2007, Curran et al. proposed a method to include the manufacturing costs of
a metallic skin/stringer panel into the Dassault V5 platform. Manufacturing costs
were processed in MS Excel, while structural constraints were formed by means
of closed-form solutions provided by the Engineering Sciences Data Unit (ESDU).
This enabled the cost optimization of metallic structures, the automatic update of
a CAD model and the performance of an assembly simulation. For details see [27].

3.4 Combined Cost/Weight Optimization

As seen above, most research has been done within the field of weight optimiza-
tion, or by minimizing the manufacturing cost while maintaining a given structural
performance (goal programming). However, when both the reductions of cost and
weight are sought, these two objectives have to be incorporated into the formulation
of one objective function. In Section 3.1, different approaches to the multiobjective
optimization have been presented and it has been concluded that two most common
implementations were the generation of a Pareto frontier (i.e. by means of a genetic
algorithm), and the minimization of a weighted sum.

The approach of a weighted sum has some advantages when it comes to cost/
weight optimization. First, it can easily be implemented in an optimization frame-
work, and second, the combination of cost and weight (weighted by parameters αi)
gains an economical significance, as will be shown in Chapter 4.

Preparatory work has been done by Kassapoglou [28–30]. First, stiffened com-
posite panels have been optimized separately for minimum cost Cmin and minimum
weight Wmin, and in a second step, the objective functions

F (x) = α1
C − Cmin

Cmin
+ α2

W −Wmin

Wmin

or (3.5)

F (x) =

√
α2

1

(C − Cmin)2

C2
min

+ α2
2

(W −Wmin)2

W 2
min

were applied. Here, C and W represented the actual cost and weight, respectively.
The idea has been resumed by Kelly and Wang [31] and Wang et al. [32]. They

proposed a simplified objective function in the form

F (x) = cost + 500 · weight (3.6)

where 500 US$/kg represents the weight parameter α2. From an engineering point
of view, Equation (3.6) can be interpreted such that a kilogram structural mass is
worth 500 US$. This methodology was applied to the optimization of a closed box
structure, an aileron and a Krueger flap.

Curran et al. [33] developed a similar framework for the optimization of an
aluminum fuselage panel. Structural constraints were formed by the von Mises cri-
terion, local and global buckling coefficients, and the manufacturing cost consisted
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of material, fabrication and assembly costs. The objective function is given as

F (x) = α1 ·manufacturing cost + fuel burn(weight)
or F (x) = α1 ·manufacturing cost + α2 · weight (3.7)

where α1 is 2 or 3.5 and the fuel burn has been replaced by α2 = 300 US$/kg
times the weight. In this article, only metallic structures have been considered,
presumably due to the buckling data available at ESDU.

3.5 The Proposed Optimization Framework

In this thesis, a multiobjective optimization framework is proposed that would in-
corporate cost and weight aspects into the objective function. Further, the frame-
work should be flexible to capture a variety of structures, materials, processes and
constraints.

As a first step, the Equations (3.6) and (3.7) were adapted to the objective func-
tion proposed in Paper A. Unlike the ansatz proposed by Curran or Kassapoglou,
an FE model has been chosen to calculate the structural performance of the part.
Hence, the geometry is independent from any available buckling tables and limited
part geometries, and the setup for the optimization of novel parts is reduced to
the generation of an FE model and its parametrization. A major drawback, how-
ever, is the computational effort that has to be undertaken in order to generate the
structural feedback to the solver.

The solver obtains feedback from the different analysis blocks, computes the
objective function and constraints and updates the variables. Different classes of
solvers are available, e.g. zero-order methods, gradient based methods or genetic
algorithms. The choice of an appropriate solver is mainly dependent on the problem
formulation, problem size, computational power, the shape of the objective function,
the shape of the feasible region and the position of global and local minima.

Here, the number of FE computations had to be reduced, as the calculation of
the structural constraints emerged to be the limiting factor. Therefore, a gradi-
ent method (MMA) has been chosen; this method has already shown satisfactory
convergence properties in the case of a weight optimization framework. MMA has
been developed by Krister Svanberg and was first published in 1987 (see [34–36]).
As can be seen in the appended papers, however, some convergence problems oc-
curred. These convergence problems were probably a result of the non-smooth
objective function and constraints mainly due to discrete steps in the cost model
and the shifts in buckling modes.





4 Cost and Cost Estimation

Before turning to the field of cost estimation techniques, it is worth to introduce
the definitions and concepts of cost as given in Roskam [37].

Cost The cost of an aircraft is the total amount of expenditures/resources needed
to manufacture that aircraft.

Price The price of an aircraft is the amount of dollars paid by customers, e.g. the
operator.

Profit is Price minus Cost

Depending on the position in the economic process, a different viewpoint is taken.
A part supplier, for instance, might offer his product at the lowest possible price in
order to stay competitive. His aim is therefore to minimize the manufacturing cost.
The aircraft manufacturer (system integrator), on the other hand, needs to provide
his customer with an aircraft that has low design and manufacturing cost, and that
is competitive in terms of operating cost. The operator is finally interested in cost
savings throughout the lifetime of the aircraft, i.e. low acquisition, operating and
disposal cost.

4.1 Life-Cycle Cost and Direct Operating Cost

The life cycle cost analysis investigates the cost of a system or product over its
entire life span. According to Roskam [37], the analysis of a typical system includes
costs for

1. Planning and conceptual design

2. Preliminary design and system integration

3. Detail design and development

4. Manufacturing and acquisition

5. Operation and support

6. Disposal

27
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Note that most of the cost impacts are defined in the earliest design phases, whereas
the bigger part of the expenditures incur during the operation and support phase,
as seen in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Impact of Airplane Program Phases on Life-Cycle Cost
(see Roskam [37])

The life-cycle cost (LCC) of an airliner program can be expressed as

LCC = CRDTE + CACQ + COPS + CDISP (4.1)

where CRDTE = Research, Development, Technology and Evaluation
CACQ = Manufacturing and Acquisition
COPS = Operating Cost
CDISP = Disposal Cost.

For details on LCC, it is referred to the review articles on cost models and LCC
cost estimation written by Asiedu and Gu [38] and Durairaj et al. [39]. Note
Woodward’s definition of LCC, which is ”a concept which aims to optimise the
total costs of asset ownership, by identifying and quantifying all the significant net
expenditures arising during the ownership of an asset” [40].

The commercial aircraft operator, however, is not particularly interested in
LCC. For him, the operating cost and the direct operating cost (DOC) are more
important, as they contain those cost elements that contribute to the cost for flying
the aircraft.

Note that COPS is one of four program cost sources and differs from DOC. The
latter can be described as
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DOC = Cflt + Cmaint + Cdepr + Clnr + Cfin (4.2)

where Cflt = f(crew, fuel, insurance)
Cmaint = f(maintenance, repair, overhaul)
Cdepr = f(price, flight hours)
Clnr = f(landing and navigation fees, registry taxes)
Cfin = f(financing strategy.)

For the sake of competitiveness of an aircraft, it is tried to minimize the DOC given
in Equation (4.2). On the basis of aircraft components, however, it is difficult to
model the DOC. Crew cost, financing strategy or landing taxes, for instance, are
unaffected by the structural design and could be excluded from the designer’s point
of view. Therefore, most of the optimization approaches shown in Section 3.3 use
a reduced form of the expression given above; fuel cost as a function of the weight
and the acquisition of the part are included in these models only.

Here, we go a step ahead and include maintenance, repair and overhaul as well.
Together, they form all inputs to the direct operating cost that actually are affected
by the structural design.

4.2 Design and Cost

Different design guidelines exist that integrate cost as an inherent element. These
guidelines can be classified in terms of concepts such as design to cost [41], design for
cost [42,43], design for manufacturability [44], design for assembly [45,46], design for
manufacturability and assembly [47], the Hitachi assemblability evaluation method
[48] and integrated product and process development [49]. Two of them, design to
cost (DTC) and design for cost (DFC), require some explanation.

Design to cost can be regarded as goal optimization (see Section 3.1) with a
specified cost target Cmax while the structural performance F (x) is optimized. If
design constraints are depicted with gj(x), the mathematical formulation is given
as

max F (x)
subject to gj(x) ≤ 0 j = 1, 2, . . .m (4.3)

C(x) ≤ Cmax.

Design for cost, on the other hand, maintains a prescribed structural performance
Fmin while the cost C(x) is minimized. This optimization problem is given as

min C(x)
subject to gj(x) ≤ 0 j = 1, 2, . . .m (4.4)

F (x) ≥ Fmin.
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4.3 Estimation of Manufacturing Cost

According to Niazi et al. [50], one has to distinguish between qualitative and quan-
titative cost estimation techniques. Qualitative techniques estimate the cost based
on previously manufactured products, and scale the manufacturing cost on the ba-
sis of similarities, whereas quantitative techniques are based on design features,
manufacturing processes and the material. As seen in Figure 4.2, both groups of
estimation techniques can further be subdivided. Here, two classes are highlighted:
the feature-based and the parametric cost estimation.

An example for a feature-based representation is a brick with a hole. The hole
can be considered as a feature in the brick, closely connected to the manufacturing
process used to create it, e.g. by drilling. In the same manner, manufacturing cost
can be estimated. Starting from raw material or semi-finished products, process
features are added and their costs estimated.

Parametric techniques, on the other hand, are based on cost relevant design
parameters, so-called cost drivers. The functions that relate the cost drivers to
cost are commonly termed cost estimation relationships (CERs). For the example
above, the brick would be represented by a cuboid and a cylinder, and a CER links
the design parameters (height, length, depth, diameter) to the manufacturing cost,
see [51].

Several commercially available tools for the estimation of manufacturing cost ex-
ist. Most popular among these software solutions are SEER by Galorath Inc.1 and
the software package by Price Systems2. SEER-DFM has been chosen here, as
it combines a feature-based approach (manufacturing processes can be added, re-
moved and altered as features) with the advantages of a parametric estimation. This
provides a great level of detailedness necessary for the structural optimization. In
the following, the basics of SEER-DFM are described in brief.

SEER-DFM uses semi-empirical algorithms to derive direct and indirect labor
and tooling times along with material and other expenses. In principal, the total
cost of a unit subjected to an operation k is given as

Cman,k = Clabor,k + Cmaterial,k + Cset-up,k + Ctooling,k (4.5)
where Clabor,k = f(time, directLaborRate)

Cmaterial,k = f(volume, density, specificPrice)
Csetup,k = f(setupTime, setupLaborRate)
Ctooling,k = f(operationType, produtionQty, toolingComplexity)

First, the time needed to perform the operation is estimated as a function of geo-
metric parameters. Multiplied with the sum of the cost for the operator, the cost
for the machine or facility and some overhead cost (directLaborRate), the labor
cost are calculated. Similar, the volume of the raw material is multiplied with its

1see http://www.galorath.com
2see http://www.pricesystems.com
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(a) Qualitative cost estimation techniques

(b) Quantitative cost estimation techniques

Figure 4.2: Classification of cost estimation techniques (by courtesy of
Thomas Czumanski, Audi AG, Neckarsulm, Germany)

density and the specificPrice. The setup cost is based on the time estimated to
prepare each operation, whereas the total tooling costs (for molds, dies, etc.) are
divided by the production quantity.

4.4 Estimation of Non-Destructive Testing Cost

It is possible to estimate the cost of NDT within SEER-DFM. However, in order
to be more flexible for the calculation of in-production and in-service NDT, it has
been decided to implement an own feature-based cost model. Therefore, a generic
database has been developed that provides the following features:
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- Thin flat laminate with access from both sides

- Thin flat laminate with access from one side

- Thick flat laminate with access from both sides

- Thick flat laminate with access from one side

- Radius

- Adhesive bond

Each of these features requires input data in form of the length, the width, the
thickness and – in case of radii – the radius. Further, the feature definition includes
a scanning technique (pulse-echo or through transmission), a complexity index, the
educational level of the operator and associated with the latter a cost per hour or
per scanned area. Hence, the cost for a single feature is estimated, and the total
cost of non-destructive testing is the sum of all feature costs. For details on this
NDT model, it is referred to Paper B.



5 Summary

Based on the studies above, an optimization framework for the cost/weight opti-
mization of aircraft structures has been implemented. The aim is to combine the
cost portions of the DOC that are driving the design. Our optimization problem
is formulated as

min DOC of a composite element
subject to prescribed load case (5.1)

xi < xi < xi, i = 1 . . . n,

and the direct operating cost DOC are given by the weighted sum

DOC = α1Cman + α2Cndt,prod +Nα3Cndt,serv + pW. (5.2)

Cman is the manufacturing cost, Cndt,prod and Cndt,serv are non-destructive testing
costs for in-production and in-service inspection, p is a weight penalty and W is
the weight of the structure. The parameters αi incorporate calibration factors due
to depreciation, overhead cost and other cost adjustments, and N is the number of
regular inspections in the lifetime of the aircraft. In Figure 5.1, the optimization
problem is illustrated as a flow chart.

The approach of a weight penalty, given as the lifetime fuel burn cost per weight
has been introduced in the work done by Kelly and Wang [31], Wang et al. [32] and
Curran et al. [33]. The quantification of p, however, is not trivial. The literature
proposes values between C45/kg and C380/kg, whereas own calculations, based on
the fuel consumption of an A350 and today’s fuel price, result in a weight penalty
of approximately C1500-2000/kg.

Results and Discussion

In the appended papers, the cost/weight optimization framework as proposed above
is presented. This is done in two steps.

A A skin/stringer panel is cost/weight optimized using a simplified version of
the objective function given in Equation (5.2). Hence, the DOC is formed by
the equation DOC = Cman + pW . The weight penalty p is varied between

33
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0 and ∞, thus capturing the whole spectrum between pure cost optimization
and pure weight optimization. The optimization is done for three material
configurations; an all-metal, a mixed and an all-composite configuration. The
optimal design solution is highly dependent on the weight penalty, and it
is shown that the ideal choice of the design solution is neither low-cost nor
low-weight but rather a combination thereof.

B A skin/stringer panel is optimized using the objective function given in Equa-
tion (5.2). Further, the design strength of each laminate is adjusted according
to the parameters of the non-destructive testing. One of the parameters, the
scan pitch, is a representative value for the (guaranteed) laminate quality.
It is shown that – on the basis of the direct operating cost – the optimum
laminate quality is again dependent on the weight penalty. The designs of the
investigated skin/stringer panels are mainly governed by fulfilling the buck-
ling constraint. As a consequence, the design strength can be lowered by
adjusting the NDT parameters, reducing the NDT cost by 35-54% and the
direct operating cost of these components by 4-14%.

The proposed optimization framework is an approach to include parts of the
total life-cycle of the aircraft into the design process. The operating cost of flying
can be captured well, as the specific lifetime fuel consumption can be estimated
based on the number of block hours, the engine type and the type of the airliner.
The operating cost due to maintenance, however, is more difficult to estimate. No
primary airliner structure made of composite material is flying today, as the two
main competitor’s A350 and Boeing 787 are still in a prototype stage. Therefore,
no experience of ageing carbon fiber wings and fuselages exists, and to foresee the
number and thoroughness of inspections is very delicate.

It is shown that the merit of a design solution is clearly sensitive to the pre-
scribed weight penalty. The designs are superior for the prescribed weight penalty;
re-examining another weight penalty results in inferior DOC values as a direct con-
sequence of the optimality conditions. According to the literature, weight penalties
of C100/kg to C1000/kg are reasonable; in this range, the need for an integrated
cost/weight optimization is a logical conclusion.

The result of the optimization is dependent on the quality of the structural model
and the cost model. On the structural side, accurate material parameters, bound-
ary conditions and load cases are crucial to obtain correct feedback from ABAQUS.
Model errors also occur since the degrees of freedom have to be minimized; thus,
reducing computation time while maintaining sufficient accuracy is difficult. On
the cost side, accurate cost data is necessary to form the input to SEER-DFM. Ex-
pert knowledge is needed, since the manufacturing model has to correspond to the
situation in the shop. Consequently, cost models of novel manufacturing processes
and methodologies have to be developed (e.g. using SEER’s custom calculation
feature) and verified before being applied to the optimization framework. For the
initial model of the manufacturing cost, prescribed sets of manufacturing param-
eters are used. An investigation showed that - by using adapted cutter diameters
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for example - the actual cost could be even lower than the one using the prescribed
parameters. As a consequence, the sub-optimization of machining and other pa-
rameters might be necessary in order to estimate the lowest manufacturing cost
in every iteration. A framework for the sub-optimization of machining parameters
has therefore been developed by Czumanski; it will be presented at an international
conference in 2008.

It has to be understood that the objective function and the constraints are
highly non-convex. Local solutions can occur, and there is no guarantee that a
gradient-based method like MMA would avoid these. The implementation of a
derivative-free method could address the problems of the noisy objective function.
The highly increased computation time, however, would be a major drawback.

The NDT cost and the NDT strength reduction model should be improved.
First, the difference between in-production and in-service testing has to be more
elaborate by applying different scanning techniques and overhead adjustments. Sec-
ond, the strength reduction should be applied as a function of the stacking sequence,
the material properties and the manufacturing technique. Third, it has to be in-
vestigated whether a stiffness reduction due to porosity should be included in the
structural model. Beyond that, the inspection interval should be adapted to the
stress level and the structural function of each concerning member. And finally, a
probabilistic damage model should be included to capture the failure and repair of
each structural member.

cost

weight

design

FE

DOC

solver

dkNDT

Figure 5.1: The optimization problem illustrated as a flow chart





6 Future Work

More work has to be done to capture the total life-cycle of an airliner already in its
design process. As discussed above, the non-destructive testing and the strength
reduction model need improvements. Further, it might be interesting to include
repairability aspects, implemented as a probabilistic damage model.

In order to capture the manufacturing cost correctly, the model has to meet the
expert knowledge of the manufacturing process. The sub-optimization of manu-
facturing parameters has successfully been demonstrated for machining processes.
Hence, it is planned to extend this sub-optimization to the composite side as well.
Speed, acceleration and setup of the automated tape layer (ATL) could be opti-
mized in order to save layup time and waste.

The structural performance itself should be robust to manufacturing tolerances,
such as angle or thickness deviations, porosities, irregularities in the material prop-
erties or shape distortions. Therefore, the robustness of the design solution will be
investigated by means of a sensitivity analysis (e.g. by a Monte Carlo simulation).

Further, it is planned to model the stacking process of prepreg plies in order
to obtain the true fiber angles. The draping time and the number of cuts and ply
overlaps are to be minimized while the deviations of fiber angles are kept as small
as possible. The latter are then fed back to the structural model, where the true
structural behavior of the component is verified.
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